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F&I Express Introduces DingMonkey to its Network of Over 140 Aftermarket
Providers

F&I Express is happy to welcome DingMonkey to the largest aftermarket provider network in
the nation.

Grapevine, TX (PRWEB) December 22, 2017 -- DingMonkey is a leader in protecting the physical appearance
of a vehicle both inside and out. They offer benefits that cover minor cosmetic repairs that standard
comprehensive auto insurance typically does not cover.

Through F&I Express’ eContracting platform, DingMonkey will provide door ding protection. This option
offers peace of mind by helping keep a car look its best and protect the value from depreciating.

“At DingMonkey Inc., we believe the automotive aftermarket industry is in need of a vital change with regard
to the way products are presented and ultimately perceived by the consumer,” said Drew Eckman, President of
DingMonkey Inc. “F&I express will help us streamline our contracting process.”

F&I Express has the largest network of aftermarket providers in the industry. Digital solutions from award-
winning F&I Express include eContracting, eSignature, Express Recoveries aftermarket cancellations, and
more. F&I Express streamlines the aftermarket process for optimized efficiency to make F&I easier and more
profitable for everyone involved.

“Ding Monkey is an excellent provider to have on our platform when it comes to protecting and repairing a
vehicle’s physical appearance,” said Brian Reed, CEO of F&I Express. “Their slogan says that every parking
lot is a jungle, and it’s true! Dealers now have the ability to use the F&I Express platform to quickly eContract
the door ding protection that DingMonkey offers.”

ABOUT F&I EXPRESS
Since 2008, F&I Express has been dedicated to leading the aftermarket industry into the digital age with
innovative technology solutions. With solutions that cut costs, educate consumers, improve compliance and
increase efficiency for dealers, agents, providers and lenders, F&I Express offers a process for eRating,
eContracting, eRegistering and eCancellations for aftermarket products on one platform. The Express
Recoveries solution is an optimized eCancellation solution for lenders, providers and dealers to streamline the
cancellation and recoveries process in an efficient and compliant manner. Express Digital Media gives digital
retailers the power to educate car shoppers online with accurate and dynamic aftermarket rates and content. For
more information about our innovative solutions, please visit fandiexpress.com or follow us on Twitter
@fandiexpress.

ABOUT DINGMONKEY
Since 2004, DingMonkey has been pushing the boundaries of the afterwork industry. DingMonkey’s
management team consists of seasoned professionals with entrepreneurial experience, attitude and attention to
detail. Our years of industry experience ensures we deliver innovation and leadership in product development
with ongoing advancement to exceed our client’s needs.
DingMonkey Protection’s bundle of benefits provides “peace of mind” protection to consumers while offering
innovative time saving solutions to help industry professionals with immediate access to information.
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DingMonkey’s management team is committed to consumer education and awareness as it strives to
differentiate from the competition. To learn more, visit DingMonkey.com.
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Contact Information
Michaeleah Assini
Intersection Technologies, Inc. - F&I Express
http://www.FandIExpress.com
+1 (817) 382-4328

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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